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Duncan stands hunched, a knife in his hand.  A hosepipe is coiled at his feet.  He lifts the 

severed piece.  It is of a length that will stretch comfortably from the exhaust pipe to the 

interior of his car.  

He glances at his list.  Meticulous by nature, it is typical of him to bullet-point his 

every move with precision.  This is, after all, the most significant decision of his life.  

Perhaps ‘life’ is an ill-chosen word under the circumstances.  

Next point: replace knife.  He will rub off any fingerprints and return it innocently to 

the kitchen drawer.  He doesn’t want it to have any stigma for Jenny.  He has considered 

wearing gloves, but it makes him feel like a criminal.  

And he isn’t, is he?  The days are long gone when suicides were buried at a crossroads 

because their journey to the after-life could not be assured.  He has the right to a memorial in 

consecrated ground; warrants a loving inscription on a marble plaque.  Then, after a 

respectable period of mourning, Jenny will be able to find herself another man.  The kind of 

man she deserves.  

Memories flick through his mind faster than images on his phone.  His childhood 

taunts him: football matches, school plays, presentations; his parents’ hands sore with 

clapping.  He remembers himself unfolding into adolescence: first past the winning tape; man 

of the match.  At work, most promising newcomer.  Fastest promotion.  Successes he had 

taken so much for granted.  

He recalls the day they admitted defeat.  It’s not happening, Duncan.  Why is it not 

happening? 

In the consultant’s office.  We’ll start with some simple tests.  An automatic 

assumption that if anyone is malfunctioning, it is Jenny.  Not necessarily.  These things can 

take time.  

Month after month after month of temperature-taking, blood tests, ovulation charts.  

Moon-gazing.  

It isn’t Jenny. 

More tests, this time his.  A sample, please.  These are images he wishes he could 

delete: the two of them squashing into a small cubicle; a stack of pornographic magazines, 

their corners curling; a washbasin apologetic in the corner.  In one hand he is holding a 

plastic bottle.  Jenny is slowly unbuttoning her blouse, her eyes averted.  

Finally, a diagnosis.  I’m so sorry, Duncan.  Splinters of shattered promises explode 

in the kaleidoscope that has become his mind.  What perverse trick of nature has denied him 

the most basic human achievement of all?  The horror and then the shame of having to admit 

that he is…  His mind censors the word.  

And the pain, the unbearable, unrelenting pain of having to face the anguish in 

Jenny’s eyes as she bravely argues that it doesn’t matter, when he knows it does.  

So this is the kindest way.  For them both. 

He consults his list again.  There are only two points not ticked off neatly.   

The penultimate one reads Destroy this list.  With steady fingers he strikes a match 

and watches the charred fragments float gently downwards. 

He knows what he has to do next.   


